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History

Historian

What has 
happened 
in the past.

A person who 
studies what 
has happened 
in the past.



Primary Source

Secondary Sources

A recording of an event 
by the people who 
saw or were there 
when it happened.

Something written by 
a person who was 
not at the event.
Example: 
History Textbooks



Timeline

Decade

A graphic that shows the 
order that events took 
place in..

A ten year 
period of time.

1800 1802 1806 1813 1822

January 1802 January 1812



Cause

Effect

The reason 
why something 
happened.

The result 
of what 
happened.



The first people to 
live in what would 
become the United 
States.

Something left behind from 
the past that we can 
study.

American Indians

Artifacts



Archaeologist

People of the 
Three Fires

A special historian who 
studies artifacts.

An alliance of three similar 
Native American groups in 
Michigan.



Alliance

Culture

An agreement a group of
people have made to help 
each other.

The ways and how a group of 
people live their life.



Human/Environment
Interaction

Natural Resources

The way that 
people interact 
with the Earth.

Something found 
in nature that 
can be used by 
people.



Adapting to the 
Natural Environment

Modifying the 
Environment

When people change 
their habits to fit 
the environment.

When people change the 
environment to 
fit their needs.



Legend

Continent

A story from long 
ago that is passed 
down over time.

One of the 
planets seven 
major land areas.



Explorer

France

Someone who 
travels in 
search of 
something.

A country on 
the continent 
of Europe.



Beaver

Scarcity

A small animal 
that whose
fur was used
for trade.

When there 
is not enough 
of something.



Voyageur

Missionary

The people who moved 
furs around the Great 

Lakes region.

A person who travels
to a place to teach
people their religion.



Britain

Fort

A country on 
the continent 
of Europe.

A group of buildings and 
land that are surrounded 
by walls.



Pioneer
A person who 
goes to explore 
or settle in a 
new area.

Log Cabin
A small house
made of logs.



Population

Survey

The number of people 
living in a specific area.

To examine or record the 
features of an 
area for a map 
or record.



Territory

Governor

An area of 
land that is not 

a state yet.

The government 
leader of a state 
or territory.



Steamboat

Canal

A boat that 
is powered 
by steam.

A river 
made by 
humans.



Census

Constitution

When people living 
in a specific area 

are counted.

A written set 
of rules for of 
government 
for an area.



100 BCE 
Hopewell mound 

builders

1600
People of the 

Three Fires Forms

1622
First French 

explorers reach 

Lake Superior



1668
Father Jacques 

Marquette establishes 
the first mission in 
Sault St. Marie

1701
Detroit founded as 

Fort Pontchartrain by 
Antoine de la Mothe

Cadillac

1715
French establish Fort 

Michilimackinac



1760
French surrender 

Fort Pontchartrain 

to the British

1763
Pontiac’s 

Rebellion at 

Fort Detroit

1787
The Northwest 

Ordinance outlines 

requirements for 

statehood in the 

Northwest Territory



1805
Michigan Territory 

is created. William 

Hull first governor

1812
Detroit & Fort 

Michilimackinac

surrender to British 

in War of 1812

1813
Lewis Cass 

appointed governor 

of Michigan 

Territory



1820
Lewis Cass surveys 
Michigan - land is 
good for farming.

1825
Erie Canal is 

completed making 
travel to Michigan 

easier

1828
Detroit becomes 
capitol of the 

Michigan Territory



1831
Stevens T. Mason 
becomes governor 
of the Michigan 

Territory

1834
Census shows 

Michigan Territory’s 
population 85,000

1837
Michigan becomes 
the 26th state of 
the United States


